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WHAT TECHNOLOGIES CHANGED THE 
WORLD AND WHAT TECHNOLOGIES 

CHANGED CANADA



FORD MODEL-T 

Invented  in 1908 by Henry Ford 

Description: the Model-T was the 
worlds first “affordable car” it was 
prized for its versatility, ease of 
maintenance and durability. the car 
featured a 1- gallon fuel tank that sat 
beneath the drivers seat, hand crank 
starters, and in later models electric 
starters. Even though the model t 
was mostly a success, it had some 
down falls. For example due to the 
mechanical workings of the car it 
would have to be driven up steep 
slopes backwards. 



IMPACT OF THE FORD MODEL T 
ON CANADA 

• The success of the Ford Model-T, may have been what drove Ford to 
become the worldwide company we know it to be today. 

• The design of the Model-T actually had a large impact on the driving culture
of north America. 

• The Model-T was designed with the drivers seat to the left side of the cabin. This 
was done to help drivers focus on the road, instead of roadside hazards



INSULIN 
• This miracle was first dreamed up in 1920, 

was researched originally by Dr. Frederick 
Banting, Professor John Macleod

• Diabetes patients who lived before insulin 
were almost guarantee death, most 
“treatment” options involved heavy 
dieting, which caused starvation.

• The two originally began in a “bare 
bones” lab and several dog test subjects.

• After several successful tests biochemist 
Bertram Collip joined in the research. 

• Professor Banting and medical student, and 
assistant Charles Best with one of the 
experimented on dogs.



INSULIN PART 2

• after several more tests. Including a test in which the researchers used the 
extract on themselves, and only experienced temporary side effects the 
group were ready to go big. 

• In 1922 a 14 year old diabetic boy was given insulin, and with the extract he 
was able to go from deaths door to a healthy life.

• Several more volunteers were given insulin injections and the results were just 
as positive. 

• With their success came a Nobel prize in physiology and medicine. 



IMPACT OF INSULIN ON CANADA

• Insulin was a miracle that began in Canada. 

• Not only has it saved lives here, but it has saved lives world wide.

• HOORAY FOR INSULIN!!!!!!!!



GEIGER COUNTER

• Invented in 1912 BY HANS GEIGER 

• Radiation is a scary word. People often 
associate it with danger. The most 
dangerous form is ionizing radiation. This 
type of radiation is capable of colliding 
with molecules, and separating them into 
electrons and positively charged 
particles, this is called ionization. The 
worst part is that humans can not 
naturally detect this form of radiation. 
Our solution the Geiger counter.



HOW DOES THE GIEGER COUNTER 
WORK

• The Geiger counter is mainly composed of a box with a metal rod attached by  a 
wire. This box usually has some form of reading mechanism (a needle, chart or 
modern digital versions)

• When electrons freed by ionizing radiation enter the metal tube they then ionize the 
gas molecules within the tube. 

• The electrons are attracted to and enter the rod in the center of the tube. 

• The electron then causes more ionizations, until eventually there is a rush of electrons 
running the wire. 

• Eventually they make their way to the box which will click whenever they detect an 
electron. There is also usually a needle or visual display to show the detection of 
electrons.

• So the device doesn’t exactly measure radiation but the ionization caused by the 
radiation. 



HOW HAS THE GEIGER COUNTER 
EFFECTED CANADA

• Ionizing radiation is a very dangerous threat. Especially ionizing radiation. 
People who are exposed to it can have ranging symptoms depending on 
how they were exposed. External exposure can result in burns, hair loss, etc. 
internal exposure can disrupt the bodies natural functions. Worst of all is that 
it is an invisible threat. 

However thanks to Hans Geiger's invention we can detect these invisible 
threats, and keep ourselves safe. 



AIR CONDITIONERS 

• Invented in 1906 by Willis Carrier

• Air conditioners are devices used to control the 
temperature of a given area, usually a room.

• HVAC (heating ventilation air conditioner) work 
by taking in hot air, and exposing it to coolant 
fluids. Those fluids absorb the heat energy from 
the air. The air is then circulated back into the 
room. The fluids then are pumped to an area to 
undergo a process. The process involves the fluids 
evaporating, then moving through a compressor, 
cooling pipes which allow the evaporation to 
condense and become a cool liquid. The liquid is 
then pumped back where the cycle continues. 

• Originally air conditioners mixed the air from in a 
room with fresh air, conditioned it and released it 
into the room. The heat is captured and removed 
using refrigerator chiller pipes.

Diagram if inner workings of air 
conditioner, by www.explainthatstuff.com

http://www.explainthatstuff.com/


HOW HAS THE AIR CONDITIONER 
EFFECTED CANADA.

According to statistics Canada in 2009 fifty percent of 
Canadian houses had some air conditioning system. So 
clearly keeping yourself cool during hot days is important. 

However there are several downsides to this device. 
Alongside the huge cost to run the device there is also a cost 
to the environment. You see . Originally air conditioners used 
chemicals called chlorofluorocarbons, which would escape 
when air conditioners were broken down for scrap metal, 
float up into the stratosphere and damage the ozone layer.

However the problem isn't as bad. Today most air 
conditioners don't use those chemicals as they are banned 
under the Montreal protocol, modern air conditioners use 
halogenated chlorofluorocarbons which aren't as 
dangerous. 



MASS SPECTROMETERS

• Invented in 1919 by Francis Aston 

• These devices are used to identify different substances that would be other 
wise unidentifiable.



HOW DO MASS SPECTROMETERS 
WORK

• First a substance is poured into a tube 
where it is then fed through to an area 
where they are bombarded with 
electrons which cause them to ionize.

The ionized particles then pass through an 
electric field which causes the particles to 
accelerate. 

They then pass through a magnetic field 
which causes the particles to arc, hit a wall. 

The spectrum is then analysed to determine 
the original chemical make up.  

• Image of internal components of mass 
spectrometer. Unknown substance goes 
in left, and particles are 
accelerated(right).



EFFECTS OF THE MASS 
SPECTROMETER ON CANADA

• Mass spectrometers are very useful machines the are utilized in a number of 
fields

• Detectives can use them to identify substances left at a crime scene

• Doctors can use them to identify substances within a human body in order to 
provide the correct care for that patient.

• Archeologists can use them to identify the chemical make up of a crystals 
and rock they find. 



TRANSPORT

• Canals were recognized as efficient carriers of bulk cargo, and as shipping
increased on the Great Lakes improvements were needed.

• In Nova Scotia, the long-awaited Shubenacadie Canal, connecting the Bay
of Fundy and Dartmouth, was opened in 1861.

• Starting in the 1870s and continuing into the 1880s, the Welland Canal was
rerouted and deepened, first to 12 feet (3.65 m) and then to 14 feet (4.26
m).

• A canal was opened at Sault Ste Mariein 1895 and the Soulanges Canal in
Québec opened in 1899. More construction on the Trent Canal facilitated
the development of Central Ontario.



TRANSPORT

• The Peterborough lift lock, designed
by R.B. Rogers, was the largest of its
kind in the world and an outstanding
engineering achievement.



TRANSPORT
•

Completion of the Intercolonial Railway in
1876 fulfilled a condition of Confederation by
joining central Canada to Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick.

• Construction first of the Canadian Pacific
Railway and then two other transcontinental
lines through the difficult rock and muskeg of
the Canadian Shield, across the prairies and
through the Rockies, became one of
Canada's greatest engineering feats.

• Some of the world's first cantilever bridges
were constructed over the Niagara and Fraser
rivers in 1883 and over the Saint John River in
1884.



COMMUNICATION

• Communication technology advanced rapidly
with the electric telegraph, ushered in as a
companion to the railways starting in the 1850s.
Alexander Graham Bell's telephone appeared in
the 1870s and, by the 1880s and 1890s, exchanges
were common in most large cities.

• The first telephone exchange in Canada was
installed in 1878 in Hamilton and it had 40
telephones by the end of the year. The first
automatic exchange, allowing users to phone
each other directly rather than with the assistance
of an operator, was installed in Whitehorse by the
Yukon Electric Co in 1901.



COMMUNICATION

• The first transatlantic wireless telegraph (radio) signals were
transmitted by Italian engineer Guglielmo Marconi in 1901,
while Canadian Reginald Fessenden may have been the
first to successfully send audio (voice) radio signals in 1906.



URBANIZATION

• In the 1880s, Canadian cities began to grow
beyond the size where everyone could walk
to work and public transportation was
needed. Horse-drawn omnibuses were
followed by horse-drawn streetcars on rails.

• While the technology was displayed at the
Toronto exhibition grounds in 1884, the first
Canadian cities to have electric streetcars
were Windsor (1886) and St.
Catharines(1887), making them among the
earliest North American cities to adopt this
new form of public transit.



URBANIZATION

• Urban areas also require large supplies of water for domestic and industrial use, as
well as fire protection and a system to handle waste disposal. By the 1870s, the
water supplies of most large cities were pumped by steam; by 1900, some were
using sand filters or hypochlorite of lime for water treatment.

• Sanitation services improved as better sand filters cleansed city drinking water, but
sewage treatment advanced slowly.

• In 1915, Brantford, Ontario became the first municipality in North America to
construct an activated sludge plant — where microrganisms are used to break-
down organic matter — for the treatment of sewage.

• While wood remained a common material, new building techniques incorporating
structural steel and reinforced concrete as well as elevators also helped cities to
grow upward as well as outward.



INDUSTRY

• Steam engines not only transformed transportation, but
when applied to industry and agriculture, gave a much
more flexible power source.

• Electrical power, electric lighting and electric motors for
machinery gave even more flexibility in industrial
production.

• In Canada, the Second Industrial Revolution arrived
hard on the heels of the first as new industries based on
chemistry and electricity grew in importance. The rapid
expansion of electrochemistry in the 20th century
permitted the economical production of many
chemicals.

• A Canadian, Thomas Willson, developed the
first successful commercial process for manufacturing
calcium carbide



INDUSTRY

• The first plant was established in Merritton, Ontario, in 1896.

• Shawinigan, Québec emerged as an important electrochemical centre, first
producing carbide and then also aluminum. The first contact sulphuric acid
plant was established at Sulphide, Ontario, in 1908.

• Salt deposits in Southwestern Ontario were exploited by the Canada Salt
Company in Sandwich (now part of Windsor) to manufacture caustic soda
and bleaching powder, and later soda ash, liquid chlorine, and hydrochloric
acid.



INDUSTRY

• The farm machinery industry grew dramatically, employing new sources of
power, as well as new methods of manufacturing and assembly. In addition,
the railway allowed for machinery to be more widely distributed. Engine and
tool companies were established to provide machinery to the railway and
forestry industries. The changeover from iron rails to steel started in the early
1870s. While much early railway steel was imported, in the early years of the
20th century the production of rails by Canadian steel mills grew
spectacularly.



ENGINEERING EDUCATION

• Formal engineering education began slowly with civil engineering at

• King's College, Fredericton, in 1854;

• McGill in 1871;

• the School of Practical Science in Toronto in 1873;

• ÉcolePolytechnique in Montréal in 1873;

• Royal Military College, in Kingston, Ontario, in 1876;

• School of Mining and Agriculture, at Queen's University in 1893.

• Most of these universities offered courses in civil, mining and mechanical
engineering, and quickly added electrical and chemical engineering
programs. University-level forestry programs were also established at several
universities.



HEAVY MANUFACTURING

• The first of these companies, CLC, had its origins in the formation of the
“Ontario Foundry” established in 1848, but with the production of its first
locomotive in 1854, it became known as the Kingston Locomotive Works.

• It produced 36 locomotives mostly for the new Grand Trunk Railway (GTR)
before going broke in 1860. Through a series of corporate reorganizations,
the company manufactured locomotives for both the GRT and the
Canadian Pacific Railway.

• In 1901, further reorganization led to the formation of the Canadian
Locomotive and Engine Company Ltd. with the company producing one
steam locomotive per week. The company was a significant supplier of
stream locomotives until the arrival of the diesel in the fifties when it went into
decline.



HEAVY MANUFACTURING

• The Montreal Locomotive Works
originated with the formation of the
Locomotive and Machine Company
of Montreal Limited in 1883 to supply
the GRT, the CPR and the Intercolonial
Railway with locomotives and rolling
stock.



HEAVY MANUFACTURING

• The manufacture of streetcars by
companies such as Ottawa Car Company,
founded in 1891, in Ottawa, and Canadian
Car and Foundry established in Montreal in
1909, was also of note. Dominion Bridge
Company established in Montreal in 1886,
became a well-known heavy engineering
firm in the field of bridge building and the
construction of steel frames for skyscrapers.



HEAVY MANUFACTURING

• GE Canada, founded by Thomas Edison in Peterborough in 1892,
contributed to heavy manufacturing techniques through the fabrication of
large electric generators and electric motors at that facility, which were
used to supply the rapidly growing Canadian market for electrical
generating equipment. Similar heavy electrical products were
manufactured by Westinghouse Canada established in Hamilton, Ontario, in
1897.



HEAVY MANUFACTURING

• The growth of western agriculture stimulated the growth of the eastern farm
implement industry. Companies such as Bell, Waterloo, Lobsinger, Hergott
and Sawyer-Massey were soon shipping their large metal threshing machines
and other types of equipment via the CPR to western farms. Arguably the
most notable of these corporations was Massey-Harris Co. Ltd. of Toronto,
created in 1891 through the merger of Massey Manufacturing Co. (1847)
and A. Harris, Son & Co Ltd. (1857) which became the largest manufacturer
of farm machinery in the British Empire.




